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Abstract 

 

Student Registered Nurse Anesthetists (SRNAs) obtain a large portion of their required 

education within the clinical setting. Research suggests that learning preferences may change 

with exposure to certain situations, such as clinical experience. Clinical preceptors may be better 

prepared to educate when they know an SRNAs learning preference. Data on 22 SRNAs was 

collected using the Multiple Intelligences (MI) Talent Key Assessment, which scores students in 

seven areas to determine learning preferences. Mean scores of each intelligence were calculated 

for SRNAs without clinical experience (pre-clinical) and when they had at least six months of 

clinical experience (post-clinical), then compared using a two-tailed paired t-test. The dominant 

intelligence of each student was determined and the frequency distribution was analyzed and 

compared to that of the general population using a chi-square test. There was no significant 

difference between individual students’ pre-clinical and post-clinical scores. Compared to the 

general population, there were significantly more post-clinical SRNAs with the dominant 

intelligence of Math/Logic and pre-clinical and post-clinical SRNAs with the dominant 

intelligence of Bodily/Kinesthetic and Intrapersonal. Knowing the most common learning 

preferences among SRNAs during their didactic and clinical phases of education allows 

educators to alter their education style to more effectively educate SRNAs. 
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Introduction 

College-level educational programs are centered around didactic experience, with students’ 

education largely being drawn from online or face-to-face classroom learning. Healthcare 

programs differ slightly in that in addition to this didactic portion, nearly all incorporate clinical 

experience at some point to further broaden the educational experience of the student. In the case 

of nurse anesthesia, these clinical hours include experiences in which the Student Registered 

Nurse Anesthetist (SRNA) is “personally involved with the implementation and management of 

the anesthetic.”1  

Among nurse anesthesia programs, there are two types that differ mainly in how and when 

clinical experience is introduced. Front-loaded programs present students with two distinct 

phases of school, beginning with a didactic phase and followed by a clinical phase. Integrated 

programs also begin with a didactic portion, but are followed by a dual didactic-clinical 

experience that eases the student into full time clinical hours while slowly reducing the number 

of lecture days per week. The length of the didactic phase of either program type varies among 

schools but ranges from months to upwards of a year. 

No matter which type of program an SRNA is enrolled in, they are required to obtain at least 

2000 hours of clinical experience before graduation.2 Due to this requirement, SRNAs obtain a 

large portion of their education from clinical preceptors, Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists 

(CRNAs) who simultaneously safely care for patients and aid the SRNA in learning to do the 

same. Clinical preceptors aid SRNAs in learning hands-on skills, solidifying concepts learned in 

the classroom, obtaining new information, and acquiring the interpersonal and professional skills 

necessary to work as part of the interdisciplinary healthcare team caring for patients.3,4 Clinical 

experience impacts the future of nurse anesthesia practice, as it shapes the critical thinking skills 
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of individual SRNAs. Because a large portion of the SRNA’s education is obtained in the clinical 

setting, it is imperative to focus on this area.3-7 

The more effective a clinical preceptor is at educating, the higher the quality of education for 

the SRNA.4 In order to facilitate learning in the clinical setting, it is important to recognize that 

each student learns in a unique way which may be more or less receptive to various education 

methods. Numerous educational theorists have developed various theories on learning. David 

Kolb is one of those theorists, as he identified four types of learning styles.8 One study surveyed 

first- and second-year nurse anesthesia students to determine which of the four Kolb learning 

styles they fell under. Results showed that, while first year students were distributed fairly 

equally among the four learning styles, nearly 80% of second year students fell under only two 

of the four styles.9 First-year anesthesia students have little to no clinical experience, whereas 

second year-students have transitioned into the clinically focused phase of their education. These 

findings suggest that clinical experience may contribute to the evolution of learning styles. 

To determine the extent to which the addition of clinical experience impacts the SRNA’s 

educational experience, a more dynamic learning model is necessary. The theory of Multiple 

Intelligences (MI) was originally developed by Howard Gardner in 1983 and includes seven 

modalities; Verbal/Linguistic, Math/Logic, Spatial, Bodily/Kinesthetic, Musical, Interpersonal, 

and Intrapersonal. Verbal/Linguistic learners have the ability to easily communicate with others, 

both verbally and by written word. They solve problems by listening, reading, and asking 

questions. Math/Logic learners are good at working with numbers and easily notice patterns or 

relationships between concepts. For Spatial learners, the use of images is a must. Graphs, charts, 

mind maps, and models all help these learners organize their thoughts. Bodily/Kinesthetic 

learners are best suited for hands-on skills, as they learn by doing. They can work through a 
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problem best by adding a physical element to the process. Musical learners see problems and 

tasks as having their own unique rhythms to be followed. Problems are more easily solved when 

they are reworked to fit their internal rhythm and process. Interpersonal learners work best in a 

group where they can share ideas and discuss problems. They are, unsurprisingly, especially 

adept at maintaining social relationships. On the other hand, Intrapersonal learners are nearly the 

opposite, preferring to solve problems on their own. They enjoy their own space and are very 

sensitive to changes to their surroundings.10 

Other theories, which use the term ‘learning styles’, purport that individuals have a single 

intelligence which reflects how that person learns in every area of life. Gardner tends to shy 

away from the term ‘learning styles’, instead suggesting that “…we have a number of relatively 

autonomous computers- one that computes linguistic information, another spatial information, 

another musical information.”11 Using MI, individuals receive a score for each of the seven 

domains that reflect an individual’s preference for using that modality to process information.12 

Compared to the Kolb learning style and other older learning models, MI allows a more accurate 

representation of an individual’s learning preferences, as it views learning as multifaceted. 

From a neuroscientific viewpoint, the possibility of learning preferences changing is 

consistent with current knowledge about the brain. Successfully storing and accessing 

information is dependent upon the connections, or synapses, between neurons in the brain. As an 

individual uses a certain neural pathway, such as to learn a foreign language, those neurons are 

effectively exercised, just as a muscle is when lifting weights. Over time, the continued use of a 

specific pathway will cause anatomical changes in the brain via myelination.13 The more that a 

certain neural pathway is used, the stronger it becomes, making accessing it easier.14 This aligns 

with research suggesting that the unique experiences of an individual may impact learning 
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preference.8,9 The purpose of this descriptive study is to identify the learning preferences of 

SRNAs as well as determine if those preferences change with exposure to clinical experience. 

Methodology 

Data from 22 SRNAs that attended a Doctoral Nurse Anesthesia Program in the Midwest was 

collected. Purposive sampling was utilized to identify this sample of SRNAs. Inclusion criteria 

were SRNAs that were currently enrolled in Bryan College of Health Sciences’ DNAP program 

who were at least 18 months into their program and had at least six months of full-time clinical 

experience. Exclusion criteria were anyone who was not currently enrolled in Bryan College of 

Health Sciences DNAP program and having had less than six months of full-time clinical 

experience as an SRNA. 

Following IRB approval (see Appendix A), all eligible study participants were sent an email 

from the Program Director with a recruitment flyer attached. The Clinical and Academic 

Development Director emailed all eligible study participants an invitation to take part in this 

study, which included an explanation of the study purpose and a unique link for each participant 

to complete the MI Talent Key Assessment. Consent to participate in the study was implied with 

completion of the MI Talent Key Assessment. The Program Director showed the same 

recruitment flier to eligible study participants in the 2020 graduating class during their routine 

exit interviews. The Clinical and Academic Development Director emailed all eligible study 

participants a final reminder five days before the data was collected. The MI Talent Key 

Assessment link in the emails remained active for 35 days, after which, results were compiled by 

the Clinical and Academic Development Director. Results were deidentified and transcribed into 

a spreadsheet and placed on an encrypted flash drive by the Clinical and Academic Development 

Director. This was given directly to the Principal Investigator (PI).  
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Results included the MI Talent Key Assessment results from eligible students who had 

already taken the assessment in their first year of the DNAP program. The first data set is the 

pre-clinical data, as it includes results from students who, at that time, had not had any clinical 

experience. The second data set, titled the post-clinical data, consists of the assessment results of 

the eligible students who have at least six months of clinical experience and who chose to 

participate by taking the MI Talent Key Assessment upon invitation. Each students’ results 

include a score for each of the seven intelligences; Verbal/Linguistic, Math/Logic, Spatial, 

Bodily/Kinesthetic, Musical, Interpersonal, and Intrapersonal. Demographic data included the 

graduation year of each student. 

Mean pre-clinical and post-clinical scores were calculated for each intelligence among the 

2020 graduates, 2021 graduates, and all students combined. Differences were analyzed for each 

intelligence. Pre-clinical and post-clinical data was compared among the 12 students who had 

data from both sets by means of a two-tailed paired t-test. Differences were analyzed for each 

intelligence. A student’s dominant intelligence is that with the highest score among the seven 

intelligences. The dominant intelligence of each student was determined and the frequency 

distribution was analyzed. The percent distribution of each dominant intelligence of the pre-

clinical and post-clinical groups was compared to that of the general population using a chi-

square test. 

Results 

Data on a total of 22 students was compiled. Forty-five percent (n = 10) of participants 

graduated in 2020 and 55% (n = 12) will graduate in 2021. There is pre-clinical data on 14 

students, post-clinical data on 20 students, and data from both categories on 12 of those students. 

The gaps in data are due to students who previously took the MI Talent Key Assessment 
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choosing not to participate in this study by taking it again, as well as students who had not 

previously taken the assessment choosing to participate in this study, taking it for the first time. 

Table 1 shows the differences between the pre-clinical and post-clinical means. On average, 

mean scores for Verbal/Linguistic, Spatial, Musical, and Interpersonal intelligences decreased, 

whereas mean scores for Math/Logic, Bodily/Kinesthetic, and Intrapersonal increased. The 

largest change was among Math/Logic, with the mean increasing by 0.917 (P = .1). Six of the 12 

SRNAs with both pre-clinical and post-clinical data showed a change of five or more points 

within a single intelligence. Despite this, by using a two-tailed paired t-test, there was no 

statistical significance between individual students’ pre-clinical and post-clinical MI Talent Key 

Assessment results. 

 

Table 1 

Pre-Clinical versus Post-Clinical Means via Two-Tailed Paired T-Test 

Intelligence Pre-Clinical 

Mean (SD) 

Post-Clinical 

Mean (SD) 

Difference P value 

Verbal/Linguistic 8.17 (4.345) 7.67 (3.892) -0.500 0.484 

Math/Logic 8.83 (2.623) 9.75 (2.527) +0.917 0.102 

Spatial 6.00 (2.486) 5.33 (2.309) -0.667 0.339 

Bodily/Kinesthetic 10.00 (3.357) 10.50 (3.090) +0.500 0.470 

Musical 5.67 (1.969) 5.33 (1.775) -0.333 0.670 

Interpersonal 7.67 (3.085) 7.25 (2.137) -0.417 0.596 

Intrapersonal 9.67 (2.674) 10.17 (2.368) +0.500 0.509 

 

Table 2 shows the distribution of dominant intelligences among the 14 pre-clinical SRNAs 

compared to that of the general population. Three of the 20 post-clinical SRNAs had more than 

one dominant intelligence, meaning two intelligences shared the highest score, so they were 

excluded from Table 3 for clarity. There was no statistically significant difference between the 

percentage of Verbal/Linguistic or Interpersonal dominant intelligences among any of the three 

groups (P>.05). Among the post-clinical SRNAs, Math/Logic was the dominant intelligence for 
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three (17.6%) of the SRNAs, which is significantly higher than that of the general population (P 

= .02). Conversely, among the post-clinical scores, none of the SRNAs had the dominant 

intelligence of Spatial, despite it being the second most common dominant intelligence for the 

general population (P = .04). The percentage of both the pre-clinical and post-clinical SRNAs 

with Bodily/Kinesthetic (P = .01, P = .001) or Intrapersonal (P = .01, P = .03) dominant 

intelligences was significantly higher than that of the general population. Among both pre-

clinical (P = .02) and post-clinical SRNAs (P = .04), Musical was the least common 

intelligence. 

 

Table 2 

Frequency Distribution of Dominant Intelligence among Pre-Clinical Group versus 

General Population via Chi-Square Test 

Intelligence Frequency Distribution % General 

Population % 

P value 

Verbal/Linguistic 3 21.4286 10 0.154 

Math/Logic 1 7.1429 5 0.713 

Spatial 1 7.1429 20 0.2291 

Bodily/Kinesthetic 6 42.8571 17 0.01 

Musical 0 0 29 0.0168 

Interpersonal 1 07.1429 16 0.366 

Intrapersonal 2 14.2857 3 0.0133 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Frequency Distribution of Dominant Intelligence among Post-Clinical Group versus 

General Population via Chi-Square Test 

Intelligence Frequency Distribution % General 

Population % 

P value 

Verbal/Linguistic 2 11.7647 10 0.8084 

Math/Logic 3 17.6471 5 0.0167 

Spatial 0 0 20 0.0393 

Bodily/Kinesthetic 9 52.9412 17 0.0001 

Musical 1 5.8824 29 0.0357 

Interpersonal 0 0 16 0.0719 

Intrapersonal 2 11.7647 3 0.0341 
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Discussion 

Despite there being no statistically significant data showing a change between an individual 

SRNA’s pre-clinical and post-clinical MI Talent Key Assessment results, the fact that six (50%) 

students showed a change of five or more points within a single intelligence suggests that it may 

still be a possibility. The insignificant results may be due to the small sample size of the study. 

Another possibility is that not enough time has passed for a truly significant change in results to 

occur. Conversely, the change in mean scores of those six students may be due to the fact that 

those students underwent a significant or traumatic event separate from their educational 

experience. If this were the case, it is possible that the introduction of clinical experience is not a 

significant enough event to elicit a change in learning preference, as represented by the MI 

Talent Key Assessment results.  

The most significant data in this study had to do with the dominant intelligence of SRNAs 

and how that compared to the general population. The frequency of pre-clinical SRNAs with 

dominant intelligences of Bodily/Kinesthetic or Intrapersonal was much higher than that of the 

general population. None of them had the dominant intelligence of musical, despite this being the 

most common dominant intelligence among the general population, at 29%. These results may 

suggest that anesthesia, as a field of study, may appeal more to individuals with certain learning 

preferences.  

For the registered nurse (RN) who wishes to further their education, there are a few fields to 

consider, including nurse educator, nurse practitioner, nursing informatics specialist, clinical 

nurse researcher, nurse anesthetist, and more. Out of these professions, CRNAs are required to 

perform more hands-on skills, such as placing spinals, epidurals, peripheral nerve blocks, arterial 

lines, central lines, and performing intubations. These skills require tactile precision, hand-eye 
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coordination, and continued hands-on practice to master. Bodily/Kinesthetic learners thrive with 

this skillset because of the means of education- not just through a book, but via interactive 

manipulation and firsthand experience. These individuals “interpret and decipher information 

through action” and they “learn by doing and demonstrating a defined process.”10 

Those with the dominant intelligence of Intrapersonal are seen as, just as the name suggests, 

more introspective. They “create their personal space” and prefer “developing ideas 

independently”, as opposed to solving a problem collaboratively with others.10 This is also fairly 

consistent with the job description of a CRNA, who is the sole healthcare provider keeping a 

patient safe during an extremely vulnerable point. The CRNA is stationed at the head of the bed, 

with their work station organized to their liking, while being isolated via surgical drapes. 

Individuals with this intelligence may find this work space very appealing, as they can think 

through problems and react on their own without the interference of others.  

For RNs with these learning preferences who are looking to further their education and 

advance their career, anesthesia may be appealing because of these characteristics of the job. 

With over 40% of students entering the nurse anesthesia program having the dominant 

intelligence of Bodily/Kinesthetic, it would be prudent of educators to acknowledge this (P = 

.01). Because both front-loaded and integrated programs begin with a didactic phase of at least a 

few months, there is a period of time for SRNAs entering the program where they are exposed to 

nearly no hands-on training. This period of focus on theoretical knowledge lays important 

groundwork for the SRNA to build upon as they advance through the program. For this reason, 

catering to the most common learning preference of these SRNAs may benefit their education.  

While the traditional classroom setting includes students sitting still for long periods of time, 

there are changes that can be made to accommodate Bodily/Kinesthetic learners. To combat this 
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barrier to learning, allowing frequent, short breaks enables Bodily/Kinesthetic learners to process 

concepts addressed during lectures in a format they are more familiar with. Other options to aid 

Bodily/Kinesthetic learners would be allowing them to stand in the back of the classroom during 

lectures, or, if possible, providing a large balance ball to sit on. These small things help 

Bodily/Kinesthetic learners focus on the content at hand, making better use of their time.15 

The post-clinical data set yielded multiple statistically significant results. Similar to the pre-

clinical SRNAs, the post-clinical SRNAs, who at the time of testing had at least six months of 

full-time clinical experience, also had a higher percentage of Bodily/Kinesthetic (P = .001) and 

Intrapersonal (P = .03) dominant intelligence compared to the general population. Additionally, 

three (17.6%) of students had the dominant intelligence of Math/Logic, despite that intelligence 

only comprising 5% for the general population (P = .02). Conversely, none of the post clinical 

SRNAs had the dominant intelligence of Spatial, and only one (5.88%) was Musical. This may 

imply that these two intelligences are not fostered well in the clinical setting.  

Clinical preceptors have a unique job of caring for their patient while concurrently educating 

an SRNA on the process via explanation and demonstration, while also allowing hands-on 

practice.  As difficult as it may be for clinical preceptors to balance these two responsibilities, it 

is one of the most important aspects of learning for an SRNA and directly affects the quality of 

their education.3-7 Because over half of SRNAs in the clinical setting have the dominant 

intelligence of Bodily/Kinesthetic, it is vital for clinical preceptors to allow hands-on training for 

the SRNA whenever possible to optimize learning. 

Math/Logic, comprising 17.6% of SRNAs practicing in the clinical setting, is the second 

most common dominant intelligence. These learners “have proficient problem-solving skills… 

frequently understand cause-and-effect relationships and learn through information analysis.”10 
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For a clinical preceptor, an education strategy for Math/Logic learners may include setting a goal 

or objective for a surgical case, such as managing one-lung ventilation or understanding aortic 

valve regurgitation. This allows the SRNA to focus on a single concept. Math/Logic learners 

may think about a concept using a mental outline, and setting objectives fits into that mind 

frame.15 

While the largest percentage of SRNAs entering a nurse anesthesia program or in the clinical 

setting may fall under Bodily/Kinesthetic, it is still important to recognize other learning 

preferences and make adjustments as necessary. One very important thing a didactic educator 

can do is be open to making accommodations to allow all students to maximally benefit from this 

phase of the program, which helps lay the groundwork for successful and meaningful future 

clinical experience. Colleges may wish to offer students the opportunity to take the MI Talent 

Key Assessment and provide counseling and instruction on how to best use their dominant 

intelligence. Likewise, clinical preceptors may want to be aware of the possibility of various 

learning preferences and attempt to appeal to each in hopes that the SRNA will respond 

positively to various education methods. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, CRNAs hold immense responsibility in caring for patients during some of 

their most vulnerable moments, therefore they must be knowledgeable about a myriad of subjects 

that pertain to health, the human body, and medicine. That knowledge is obtained as an SRNA 

through didactic education and clinical experience within a nurse anesthesia program. In order to 

optimize an SRNA’s education, both didactic educators and clinical preceptors may want to be 

aware that every student has the potential for having different learning preferences and may 

respond more or less positively to various education methods. 
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This study found that, while the learning preferences of SRNAs, as represented by MI Talent 

Key Assessment results, may not change with the introduction of clinical experience, 

information gathered from the assessment may still prove useful by improving both the didactic 

and clinical experiences of these students. A large percentage of SRNAs, including those newly 

entering a nurse anesthesia program and those with at least six months of clinical experience, 

have the dominant intelligence of Bodily/Kinesthetic. This has implications for how didactic 

educators as well as clinical preceptors can best educate them to augment learning. This may also 

shed light onto what kind of individuals are attracted to the position of CRNA. 

Further research is needed to confirm these results, preferably with a larger sample size. 

Future research may include focusing on how, and during what phase, targeted education 

methods may improve the educational experiences of SRNAs. Future research may also focus on 

whether or not certain types of learners are attracted to certain jobs or fields of study. With the 

information obtained from this study, it may be prudent to explore further into whether SRNAs 

are truly getting enough opportunities to practice hands-on skills in the clinical setting, such that 

would appeal more to Bodily/Kinesthetic learners.  
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